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Vision & value proposition
Soul Catchers (SC) is poised to be the next quantum leap in dynamic, interactive, relevant 
education.  SC brings history to life by incorporating hands-on practical learning while engaging 
with family and the community.  This outreach to the community is vital in SCs efforts to initiate 
players’ deep investment in rich local history and an appreciation of forever learning.  

Our vision is to harness the explosive interest in ghosts, mobility of family gameplay, and 
introduce an educational historic component.  SC promotes learning and empowers users with an 
appreciation of culture and history.  SC has the potential to be the largest historical database 
with audience participation making Soul Catchers a robust, living educational mobile application.

Pokemon meets Wikipedia with a dash of Bill & Ted



The Problems
#1 History, specifically the history of marginalized 
individuals, is lost in untold stories.

#2 A generalized history is not engaging students 
because it is not relevant and connected to 
diverse populations.
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Target market & opportunity

▸ Paranormal interest - $2B industry
▸ Mobile devices are the primary gaming device (State of Online Gaming)
▸ Game application learning has soared in the last 2 years
▸ Mobile games take up 57% of game spending market (Statistica)

Target Audience:
Pokemon players, educators, parents 35-48 yrs, children 10-16 yrs, home 

school participants, paranormal & history fandom. 
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The solution
❖ Preservation & Inclusion - Allow users to submit local and family histories to 

be featured in Soul Catchers.
❖ Diversity & Relevance - Include souls from all genres: Political, 

Entertainment, Sports, and Innovators.
❖ Personalization & Customization - Users showcase their collection of digital 

trading cards.
❖ Gamification & Forever Learning - Reward users for learning and 

participating in history through achievements, quests, and badges.
❖ Living History - Continuous updates with new Souls and exciting user 

challenges and events based on calendar holidays.
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Subscription Based

Schools and educators 
can opt for a subscription 
based service that is 
customized to their 
syllabus with different 
objectives and learning 
activities.

Revenue model

In-App Purchases

User will be able to 
purchase upgraded 
avatars, soul catching 
equipment, trading 
card storage, and 
other features as 
added.
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Community Ads

Businesses will be able 
to hold events, 
sponsor ghosts, and 
participate in 
post-board banner 
advertising in the Soul 
Common Room.



Milestones
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Souls Sprint 3

Add ‘Nefarious’ mode for 18+
500 Souls and continuous update
Events Calendar
Posting board/Classifieds
In-Game Mail
Hunting parties/collaborative play
Build your own ghost
500 Trading cards and continuous 
update
Integration with Miles
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Souls Sprint 2

Customization of Avatars to include 
users face/photo

New catching equipment
500 Souls to Catch

Business sponsorship & ads
500 Trading Cards

In-App Purchases with more Features
Customization and educational 

syllabus 
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Souls Sprint 1

Creation of Avatar
Creation of Catching Equipment
100 Souls to catch
Creatures to catch & level up
100 Trading cards
AR Soul Catching
Events & Quests
User submission of history
Social sharing
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Marketing & sales strategy
▸ Team with Community Partners for Events and 

Sponsorship Packages
▸ Contact Educators

▸ Social Sharing from inception of game
▸ Apple Store advertising

▸ Press Release and Local Papers
▸ Podcasts & Influencer Marketing
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Matt zakutny

Thought-leaders, critical thinkers, and user experience 
enthusiasts with a long-history of collaboration and 

problem solving skills.

The perfect team
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Kelly Mitchell



competition

There are ghost catching and 
killing games but Soul Catchers is 
the only one with:

▸ Educational Element
▸ Digital Trading Cards
▸ Customizable Syllabus
▸ Community Participation
▸ Brings value in preservation 

of history

We are unique and will be setting 
the bar.
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Investment & use of funds
We are in the preliminary seed money stage and are recruiting volunteers, interns, and those reentering the 
development space in exchange for portfolio building and glowing reviews.  We rely strongly on philanthropy and 
those that want to make a difference by positively impacting the educational space.

What we are asking for
▸ $40,000 to be used for the creation of Sprint 1 for bonus compensation, user testing, user research, and 

advertising
▸ $25,000 to be used for the creation of Sprint 2 for bonus compensation, advertising, user research, user 

testing, and forming collaborations with third parties for ADI implementations
▸ $25,000 to be used for the creation of Sprint 3 advertising campaigns, and continual updates.
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Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find us at:

▸ www.vicinanzastudios.com
▸ KellyM@vicinanzastudios.com

Check out our other games & ideas at 
www.vicinanzastudios.com

http://www.vicinanzastudios.com
http://www.vicinanzastudios.com

